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2005 Consensus

1. The MEDINA classification is the « gold 
standard ».

2. With BMS, a stepwise provisional T-stenting 
strategy is the best.

3. With BMS, deliberate double stenting may be an 
inferior technique.

4. With DES, the optimal strategy is under 
development (waiting for Nordic & BBC one 
results).

5. After complex stenting, K-B inflation should be 
routinely performed



Anatomy, definition and classification

● The relationship between shear forces and 
plaque burden is demonstrated.

● QCA software are becoming more accurate 
but need for standardisation is warranted. 
>> Suggestion for QCA standard

● New classification of treatment
>> Proposal for treatment classification



Proposed consensus for QCA

● Lesions in the carina should be reported only once
Methodology and algorithm for contour and reference (by flagging 

carina) appear sound for the proximal and distal segments, 
however:
Ø Carina should be included in the proximal parent vessel 

segment or on its own
Ø Interpolation across carina is artificial (should not be done)
Ø Carina reference should be the true (un-diseased) diameter 

(this would result in a constant reference and %DS no matter 
which segment it is linked to)

Ø Challenge is to figure out contour of carina at baseline when 
there is disease in this segment

Reporting should allow one single MLD and DS for the entire 
bifurcation lesion

Allow multiple segment of interest analysis (DES bifurcation 
software) to avoid having to do multiple segment analyses



1st stent

2nd stent

MB stenting with protection                      MB stenting with SB balloon

Elective T stenting     Internal Crush          Culotte        « Buchbinder ? »                 

MB stenting accross SB first
1st stent 2nd stent 3rd  stent

?                                     
Helqvist                  

Proximal MB stenting

Skirt technique

Proximal MB stenting first

V stenting            V + proximal stenting                 

½ SKS                             SKS                 

1st stent 1st and 2nd stent 3rd  stent

Distal branches stenting first

1st stent

2nd stent

SB ostial stenting                            SB Crush stenting 

Systematic T stenting      Minicrush         Crush technique

SB stenting first

Inverted

e- CRF ?e- CRF ?

Wires

Balloons

Intention

« Sleeve technique », Jim MH, Cathet Cardiovasc Interv 2006; 67: 403-9 

Treatment classification
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2005 Consensus

1. The MEDINA classification is the « gold 
standard ».

2. With BMS, a stepwise provisional T-stenting 
strategy is the best.

3. With BMS, deliberate double stenting (may be) 
IS an inferior technique. 

4. With DES, the optimal strategy is under 
development (waiting for Nordic & BBC one 
results).

5. After complex stenting, K-B inflation should be 
routinely performed
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Simple or complex approach

The fate of site-branch

● Should we predilate?
Yes, if calcified  lesion
Yes, if long lesion (on SB)
But be ready to adapt your strategy accordingly !

● Should we use a jailed wire?
Yes, if complex (1,1,1) lesion



Simple or complex approach

The treatment strategy

● Is final K-B always required?
Yes, in complex lesions (1,1,1 or 1,0,1 or 0,1,1). 
● Are complex approaches always recommended 

for complex lesions?
Yes, in complex lesions (1,1,1) with disease extending 

>5mm in SB (?)
>>> We need more informations
Proposal for a e-report (registry) of complex procedures



2005 Consensus

1. The MEDINA classification is the « gold 
standard ».

2. With BMS, a stepwise provisional T-stenting 
strategy is the best. 

3. With BMS, deliberate double stenting may be an 
inferior technique.

4. With DES, the optimal strategy is under 
development (waiting for Nordic & BBC one 
results).

5. After complex stenting (for complex lesions, 
such as 1,1,1 or 1,0,1 or 0,1,1), K-B inflation 
should be routinely performed



•It appears that bifurcation compared to non-bifurcation treatment with 

DES is associated with a higher thrombosis rate.

• There is no difference between rates of thrombosis between DES and 

BMS in bifurcation treatment (not what the pathologist says !).

• Up to now there is no clear demonstration that the one stent 

techniques are better than the two

>>>> need for more data (registries, longer follow-up)

DES thrombosis and bifurcation

● Thrombosis is a major drawback of 
bifurcation stenting
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Making new consensus

Shear stress,
Angulation, 
DES vs BMS, 

Dedicated devices,
Complex stenting techniques,     

all matter but how to deal with
?

Just Debate



Looking for a consensus

At the end the 
best strategy 

will win !


